Abstract -Model checking is one of main formal verification methods that are used in the process of circuit design and verification. However, there is a problem of state memory explosion in traditional model checking methods. Bounded model checking (BMC), in which the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm based Satisfiability (SAT) solver is used to verify the circuits, can avoid this problem, whereas, its efficiency depends on the performance of the solver. Hybrid SAT solver combines the advantages of the completeness of DPLL and the fast solving property of stochastic local search algorithm, e.g. WalkSAT, and is proved to be an efficient improving way. However, it is noted that the noise parameter in WalkSAT could affect the solver's overall performance. In this paper, an adaptive noise mechanism is proposed to integrate with the hybrid algorithm framework to further improve the solver's performance. Our experimental results have shown that the designed hybrid solver with adaptive noise performs well in BMC instances and some other circuits.
I. Introduction
Verification method is an important way to guarantee the correctness of the circuits design. The traditional analog verification method is costly and incomplete. Formal verification is complete and can be used in the early stage of system design so that the design cost can be reduced greatly.
Model checking is a general formal verification method in hardware design. With the increase scale of systems, the state memory explosion problem limits the application of traditional model checking methods, e.g. binary decision diagram. Thus, to overcome this problem, the model of bounded model checking (BMC) [1] is developed and proved that it can be reduced to the satisfiability problem (SAT) in polynomial time. Then, the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm [2] based SAT solver can solve the BMC more efficiently compared with traditional methods and overcome the problem of state memory explosion. However, DPLL-based SAT solvers, e.g. zChaff [3] and MiniSAT [4] , are time-consuming in large instances, and even exponential time in worst cases. Stochastic local search algorithm (SLS) is a term of a set of local search algorithms, e.g. DLM [5] and WalkSAT [6] . SLS-based SAT solvers can quickly find solutions for a SAT problem, but the solvers can't prove the problem is unsatisfiability (UNSAT) if they stop without a SAT solution. Ref. [7] mentions that a hybrid SAT solver based on DPLL and SLS is an efficient improving way. Ref. [8] dynamically calls WalkSAT as a heuristic in some nodes of branching decisions during DPLL based on some conditional probability factor. Ref. [9] presents a general HyBrid-Incremental-SAT solver (HBISAT) framework. In this framework, SLS is used to identify a subset of clauses to be passed to DPLL through an incremental interface. In addition, the solution obtained by DPLL on the subset of clauses is fed back to SLS to jump over any locally optimal points. Ref. [10] adds circuit observability [11] into HBISAT. This method is much more efficient for large and hard circuits than other solvers. DLM & MiniSAT (DM) [12] takes the approximation solution which is obtained by DLM as an initial input for DPLL, guides DPLL to search the subspace that the approximation solution lies first.
In this paper, firstly, based on [12] , another hybrid solver is implemented by replace DLM with WalkSAT, which is called WM for short. Secondly, it is noted that the noise parameter in WalkSAT, like the Lagrangian parameter in DLM, affects the overall performance of the hybrid solver's greatly no matter for the same instance or different instances. So with the progress of WalkSAT, an Adaptive-Noise-Hybrid-SAT solver (ANHSAT) is implemented by integrating the adaptive noise mechanism [13] into the hybrid algorithm of WM to further improve the solver's overall performance.
II. Preliminaries

A. Bounded Model Checking
BMC is proposed in [1] , and the model of the problem can be described as follows:
Given the finite state machine (FSM) M, the task is to check whether M satisfies a temporal property P in all paths with length less to some bound k. The general structure of BMC invariant formula is following:
Where I 0 is the initial state of FSM, ρ(i,i+1) is a formula representing the transition between cycles i and i+1, and P i is the property in cycle i. It is not hard to see that (1) can be SAT if and only if there is a reachable state in cycle i which contradicts the property P i . Otherwise, M satisfies all P for every path length with a large enough k. These can be checked by a SAT solver.
B. The Implement of DPLL
DPLL is first proposed in [2] , although it has a history of more than 60 years, it is still the core of most complete SAT solvers, e.g. zChaff, MiniSAT and their variants. DPLL is mainly consisted of three parts: branching decision, Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP), and conflict resolving, other heuristic methods could be included into these three parts. The pseudo-code of DPLL is listed in TABLE I. Branching decision consists of variable selection and polarity decision. BCP checks if any other variable assignments may be implied or a conflict has been encountered under current assignments. Conflict resolving contains conflict analysis, learning, etc.
C. The Implement of WalkSAT
WalkSAT is proposed in [6] , the pseudo-code of the algorithm is listed in TABLE II. There are three parameters which can be tuned in the algorithm: MAX-TRIES, MAX-FLIPS, and noise parameter p. At the beginning of the algorithm, a random truth assignment is generated to every variable. From there, it takes incremental steps in the space of complete assignments, flips the value of one variable at a time. If the current assignment satisfies the formula, then the algorithm returns SAT; otherwise, the algorithm will randomly pick an unsatisfied clause and choose a variable from the clause to flip its polarity with the probability of noise parameter p. After reaching MAX-FLIPS, WalkSAT will restart by another random assignment. If the MAX-TRIES threshold is also reached without obtaining a solution for the problem, the algorithm will stop. However, at this situation the algorithm can't prove that the solution doesn't exist, so it is incomplete. for i = 1 to MAX-TRIES T = a randomly generated truth assignment for j = 1 to MAX-FLIPS if (T satisfies the formula) then return SAT pick an unsatisfied clause C v = choose a variable randomly in C with probability p T = flip the assignment of v in T end for end for return "no satisfying assignment found" end III. Our Approach TABLE III shows a set of experimental data which is obtained via MiniSAT by setting the default polarity decision order: All True, All False, and Random, which means once a variable is selected, this polarity order will be first assigned to the variable before BCP. It can be inferred from TABLE III that different polarity decision strategies have a great effect on the performance of the solver for different instances. This is because different polarity decision will guide the decision tree to different directions and form a different search tree. DM [12] uses DLM to generate an approximation solution and uses this solution to guide the polarity decision by setting the assignment in the approximation solution as the default polarity for the choosing variable.
In our work, since WalkSAT is another recognized SLS algorithm and could be better than DLM, it is chosen as the SLS part in the hybrid solver which is called WM for short. As is mentioned before, there are three parameters which can be tuned in WalkSAT. The noise parameter p has a major impact on the performance of WalkSAT, and the other two parameters have little or no impact on the behavior of WalkSAT [13] . After implementing WM, we find the noise parameter in WalkSAT could also affect the hybrid solver's overall performance in a great way which could be inferred from Fig. 1 .
There are three types of information that can be potentially used to adjust the noise p:
(1) Background knowledge provided by the algorithm designer including theoretical and empirical knowledge, this may help others have an insight into the algorithm's behavior; (2) Syntactic information about the problem instance, e.g. the number of clauses and variables, the length of clauses; (3) Information collected over the run of the algorithm, including information about the search space positions and objective function values encountered over the search process.
Considering these three types of information, the adaptive noise mechanism which is proposed in [13] is integrating into the algorithm framework of WM to further improve the performance of it. The adaptive noise mechanism could be described as follows:
At the beginning of the search process, let noise be zero, this would typically lead to a series of rapid improvements in the objective function value followed by local optima (unless a solution to the given problem is found). In this situation, the noise value should be increased. If this increment is not sufficient to escape from the local optima after a certain number of steps, the noise value will be further increased. Ultimately, the noise value should be high enough that escape the local opti- Fig. 1 The effect of the noise parameter on WM's overall performance ma, at which point, the noise can be gradually decreased until happens to some next local optima or a solution of the given problem is found. The above description can be formulated as following formulas:
(1) If the objective function value has not been improved over the last θ * m search steps, where m is the number of clauses of the given problem and θ is equal to 1/6, then the noise p will increase as:
(2) Otherwise, for the decrement situation, p should decrease as:
Where φ above is equal to 1/5. Although this adaptive noise mechanism introduces two additional parameters θ and φ to the algorithm, it is confirmed in [14] that these two parameters need not be tuned for each problem instance to achieve good performance for WalkSAT.
Thus, by integrating the adaptive noise mechanism into WM, ANHSAT is implemented and no parameter has to be manually tuned to solve a new problem. The flowchart of ANHSAT is shown in Fig. 2 . The algorithm will first run the adaptive noise WalkSAT and return a SAT solution or an approximation solution of the problem. If not return SAT, the approximation solution obtained by the adaptive noise Walk-SAT will be used as a heuristic polarity decision in DPLL. Each time when the DPLL algorithm selects an unassigned branching, the polarity decision module will first branch the polarity subspace in the approximation solution, and then go on other DPLL procedures. Obviously, ANHSAT is a complete solver. Due to limitations on space, the proof will not be given here.
IV. Experimental Results
ANHSAT is implemented with the following hardware and software environment:
 Hardware: host machine with Win7 platform, Intel Core2 Duo P8400 2. 
The bold numbers in TABLE IV represent the best performance. It can be noted from TABLE IV that ANHSAT is better than MiniSAT and WM in all instances, zChaff only performs well in some really simple instances. Moreover, we find that the performance of ANHSAT is outstanding in most BMC instances and some large and hard circuits.
V. Conclusions
BMC model is a variant of model checking widely used in circuit design and can be solved by SAT solver. Combining the advantages of DPLL and WalkSAT, a hybrid SAT solver ANHSAT is implemented. Different from the algorithm framework of DM, ANHSAT consists of adaptive noise mechanism to further improve the solver's performance. Our experimental results have demonstrated that ANHSAT is better than MiniSAT and WM with static noise mechanism and can efficiently solve the problems of BMC and some other large and hard circuits.
